PAKISTAN CULTURE  HSSC–I

SECTION – A (Marks 20)

Time allowed: 25 Minutes

NOTE:- Section–A is compulsory. All parts of this section are to be answered on the question paper itself. It should be completed in the first 25 minutes and handed over to the Centre Superintendent. Deleting/overwriting is not allowed. Do not use lead pencil.

Q. 1 Circle the correct option i.e. A / B / C / D. Each part carries one mark.

(i) The area of Pakistan is estimated as __________
   A. 868,915 sq km  B. 868,591 sq km  C. 688,591 sq km  D. None of these

(ii) What did the ancient Greeks use culture to denote?
    A. Trade  B. Agriculture  C. Industrialization  D. Independence

(iii) Gilanis and Gardezis are settled around __________
     A. Multan  B. D.I. Khan  C. Mianwali  D. Gujrat

(iv) The evolution of the Indus Valley Civilization is traced back to __________
     A. 5000 BC  B. 4000 BC  C. 5500 BC  D. 3000 BC

(v) Inequitable Social Order perpetuated by Brahmins was challenged in the 6th century B.C by __________
     A. Islam  B. Christianity  C. Buddhism  D. Judaism

(vi) Which language became the language of Islamic thought and culture in the Non-Arab areas?
     A. Arabic  B. Persian  C. Hindi  D. Punjabi

(vii) In 1020 A.D Punjab was occupied by __________
      A. Ghaznavids  B. Ghurids  C. Mongols  D. Khaljis

(viii) Khalijis were followed by __________
      A. Seyyids  B. Lodhi Afghans  C. Afghans  D. Tughluqs

(ix) Where did Fariduddin, popularly known as Ganji-Shakar, settle?
     A. Multan  B. Sehwan Sharif  C. Uch Sharif  D. Pak Pattan

(x) The first Mughal ruler in the Sub-continent was __________
     A. Humayun  B. Akbar  C. Babur  D. Jehangir

(xi) Who was the first to introduce the concept that Hindus and Muslims constituted two separate nations?
     A. Allama Iqbal(RA)  B. Seyyid Ahmad  C. Sir Agha Khan  D. Maulana Muhammad Ali

(xii) Where was the first session of All India Muslim League held in December 1907?
     A. Karachi  B. Lahore  C. Dacca  D. Delhi

(xiii) When was the plan of partitioning the Sub-continent into two sovereign states i.e. India and Pakistan, announced?

(xiv) Which is the country situated in the east of Pakistan?
      A. Afghanistan  B. Iran  C. China  D. India

(xv) A specialty in homewear is the __________ patchwork of Sind.
     A. Kurta  B. Ralli  C. Lungi  D. None of these

(xvi) Heer Ranja is a folk-tale composed by __________
      A. Farid Gunj-i-Shakar  B. Sultan Bahu  C. Bulle Shah  D. Warris Shah

(xvii) Shah-jo-Risalo is a great work of __________
       A. Shah Abdul Latif of Bhit  B. Makhdum Abul Hasan  C. Pir Muhammad Ashraf  D. Sarfaraz Khan Kalhoro

(xviii) Tappa is a form of __________ folk songs.
        A. Sindi  B. Pashtu  C. Punjabi  D. Baluchi

(xix) Mir Chakar Rind was a well known poet of __________ classical poetry.
      A. Baluchi  B. Sindi  C. Urdu  D. Pashtu

(xx) Which year did Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah(RA) join All India Muslim League?
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NOTE: Answer any ten parts from Section 'B' and any three questions from Section 'C' on the separately provided answer book. Use supplementary answer sheet i.e. Sheet-B if required. Write your answers neatly and legibly.

SECTION – B (Marks 50)

Q. 2 Attempt any TEN parts. The answer to each part should not exceed 3 to 5 lines. (10 x 5 = 50)

(i) Write down the five basic elements which are necessary for the growth and standardization of culture.
(ii) Write a short note on Taqwa (piety).
(iii) Name two highest mountain peaks of the Northern mountain ranges and give their heights.
(iv) Give a brief description of the Lower Indus Basin.
(v) What is the role of Jirga system in tribal set up?
(vi) Name the eastern tributaries of the river Indus.
(vii) Write a short note on the deserts of Pakistan.
(viii) What objects of household use have been found from the Indus Valley and what do they indicate?
(ix) Give a brief description of contribution of Muhammad bin Qasim towards the cultural change in the areas now included in Pakistan.
(x) What do you know about the belief in Prophethood (Risalat)?
(xi) Write a short note on Akhrat (The Hereafter).
(xii) What is the importance of knowledge in Islam?
(xiii) What is the importance of geographic location of Pakistan?
(xiv) What are the important characteristics of Painting art in Pakistan?

SECTION – C (Marks 30)

Note: Attempt any THREE questions. All questions carry equal marks. (3 x 10 = 30)

Q. 3 Pakistan has a varied culture. Explain.
Q. 4 Give a detailed account of the services rendered by the Quaid-i-Azam (R.A) towards the making of Pakistan.
Q. 5 Write a comprehensive note on Urdu language.
Q. 6 Write a detailed note on the Education system in Pakistan.
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